
SITE SAFETY SOLUTIONS

T E S T E D  F O R  L I F E



SHELTERS
TURNSTILE MODULES BLAST RESISTANT 

CUSTOM STRUCTURES
Our 8'x10' guard shacks can be used as a 
check point for contractors or other arrivals 
onsite. Modular and portable, these rugged 
units have climate control, power, data, 
communications and blast resistance. 

With RedGuard, all buildings are built 
off-site, so your entire operation can 
remain up and running during construc-
tion, meaning no lapses in productivity.

Turnstiles add security and control access to 
your facility, creating a barrier for high-risk 
activities. Card swipe technology helps you 
track contractor time on-site. �ese flexible 
units are scalable, auxiliary components and 
can be used with guard shacks or stand alone.

Outside of the blast zone, SiteBox Storage is a 
robust storage solution. With secure windows, 
quality HVAC and the same modern amenities 
found in traditional buildings, these 20' and 
40' ground level units are available as offices, 
storage or combo units.  

All of the blast-resistance you need, with 
virtually unlimited amenities. Create a 
completely customized BRB, whether it's a 
control room, loading station, laboratory, or 
executive office; or if you need special gas 
detection equipment, or pressurization 
standards. Every SafetySuite begins with a 
conversation about your needs. 

When you have little or no space, our 
blast-resistant buildings can be stacked to 
form space-saving Quad Pods. (We can even 
stack multi-sections.) �e blast rating is 
unaffected by this configuration and it allows 
you to keep the people you need in one place. 

Storms can be destructive, and 
unpredictable. Create a disaster preparedness 
program that includes these ground level, 
easily accessible shelters. Available in 32- 
or 64-person capacities, the shelters meet 
FEMA361 and ICC500 standards and are 
impact-tested by Texas Tech National 
Wind Institute. 

MOBILE STORAGE & OFFICES 
(NON BLAST)8x10 GUARD SHACK

Our large fleet of lease-ready blast-resistant 
modular buildings all have low to medium 
blast ratings. �ese standard-sized buildings 
and multi-sections can be used as tool cribs, 
restrooms, office space, locker rooms, break 
rooms, large meeting or "war rooms" and 
much more. Many configurations and sizes 
are ready to go with just a call. 

Our engineering team offers facility siting 
studies to help you manage risks. A facility 
siting study from RedGuard includes a 
thorough assessment of potential hazard 
zones and offers mitigation options. 

Our buildings are serviced by SiteSquad, a 
team of professional field service technicians 
that provides timely, personal and depend-
able service. All RedGuard buildings come 
with a one-year top-to-bottom, end-to-end 
warranty and that can be enhanced with our 
extended warranty services. 

RedGuard's turnkey service includes an 
internal transportation team to make install 
and pick-up much easier. Our award-winning 
drivers take pride in making sure customers 
are happy. It's never just another delivery 
to them. 

�ese suite-quality, pre-engineered buildings 
are selections of our most frequently requested 
configurations. When you choose one of these 
standard designs, it goes straight from the 
ordering process to manufacturing, with no 
custom project delays. Available in single units 
and multi-sections.

Mitigation options after a facility siting study 
don't always include the purchase of new 
BRBs. Our SiteSquad may also offer solutions 
to bring existing structures into compliance. 
Retrofitting a building may be a cost-saving 
measure.

ENGINEERING, SITE STUDY

STORM SHELTER

SERVICE TEAM TRANSPORTATION TEAM STANDARDIZED BLAST-
RESISTANT BUILDINGS

MULTI-USE BLAST-
RESISTANT BUILDINGS

ENGINEERING, EXISTING
BUILDING BLAST RETROFIT

STACKED QUAD PODS
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REV.051517

Lunch Rooms, Planning Rooms, Break Rooms, Safety Clinics, Tool Cribs, Restrooms, Offices 8psi / 200 msec

MULTI-SECTIONS

1 LEASEFLEET

Pre-engineered, standard configurations ready for purchase. 12' x 40' units with a taller, 11' ceiling.8psi / 200 msec5
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REDISUITE

Choose from a variety of office, storage or combo units that can be placed outside of the blast zone. No Blast resistance9 SITEBOX STORAGE
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Wichita, KS
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